
Sacred Sleep Launches Organic Cotton
Bedding, Fair Trade Alpaca Collections

SALIDA, CO, USA, September 23, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- (NewMediaWire) -- Sacred Sleep, a

company dedicated to helping people rest and renew, announces its new organic cotton bedding

and fair trade alpaca collections. The company's products enable people to turn their bedrooms

into Sleep Sanctuaries, ideal sleep environments that create a sense of calm. The new duvet

covers, comforters and throws complement Sacred Sleep's existing line of eucalyptus blend

sheets and mattress covers. "It is always our intention to expand the line with products that

bring comfort. Our conscious luxuries allow the world to be in their sleep environments and to

begin the process of slowing down and preparing for good rest. These new products will do just

that," said co-founder and CEO Jane Pinto.

Colors are soothing and coordinate with the trim of the existing line of Sacred Sleep eucalyptus

blend bedding. Consistent with the company's high standards of sustainability for all its

products, the new organic cotton bedding is produced by a GOTS-certified facility and the alpaca

throw is a Fair Trade product of Peru. The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) is the

worldwide leading textile processing standard for organic fibers, including ecological and social

criteria, backed up by independent certification of the entire textile supply chain.

The new line includes the following luxury bedding:

The Stella Organic Cotton Quilted Comforter is a soft, cozy, luxurious light-to medium warmth

comforter filled with organic cotton batting that features beautiful textured detailing and a rich

charcoal color. The comforter comes in two sizes; queens are priced at $300 and kings are

$350.

Duvet sets. Sacred Sleep duvet sets provide a timeless elegance of design in classic colors that

never go out of style. Incredibly soft against the skin, the duvets are 100 percent organic cotton.

The Venus Organic Cotton Ruffled Duvet Set. A contemporary twist on classic ruffles, this

sophisticated, luxurious organic cotton duvet set with button closures includes a duvet cover,

two standard pillow shams and two Euro shams. The buttons are hidden in a double channel

inset an inch from the bottom, creating a streamlined piece that prevents the insert from falling

out. Color options include antique white and champagne. Queen sets are $650 and king sets are

$750.

http://www.einpresswire.com


The Luna Organic Cotton Tie-Closure Duvet Set. Modern femininity and sustainability tie

together beautifully in this pure organic cotton duvet set featuring a smooth look and feel with

tie closures. The set includes a duvet cover, two standard pillow shams and two Euro shams. The

Luna Duvet Set is available in solid slate grey and solid eggshell white. Queen sets are $350 and

king sets are $400.

The Fair Trade Alpaca Throw is made in Peru from dedicated pure baby alpaca wool and is

luxuriously soft with diamond and herringbone patterning and a fringe trim. This beautiful throw

is available for $90 in two color options, redwood/vanilla and seaglass/pearl. The artisan-

producers of the throw are part of a collective that has a 25-year history with a staunch

commitment to fair trade and the environment.

About Sacred Sleep LLC

Sacred Sleep, a division of Pinto Barn Inc., is a company dedicated to Lifestyle Sleep Wellness

and to creating Sleep Sanctuaries to help people set intention around sleep. In addition to the

new organic cotton and fair trade alpaca collections, Sacred Sleep's product offering includes

luxury eucalyptus blend sheets and mattress covers, medicinal herb loose-leaf teas in daytime

and nighttime blends, and custom locally made pottery mugs and tea bowls. Sleep is sacred, so

are you. Sacred Sleep products are available at SacredSleep.com.

About Pinto Barn Inc.

Founded in 2011, based in Salida, Colo., Pinto Barn is a collective of entrepreneurs and

inspirational and educational thinkers and doers with a mission to create products and services

that enable people to live healthy, whole lives. Our goal is to build a unique company that thrives

at the intersection of profitability and social responsibility. Divisions include Sacred Sleep and

Don't Go Nuts.
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